
187 Charlton Road
Keynsham
Bristol
BS31 2LR

£285,000



Situated in a popular residential
area within Keynsham, can be
found this three bedroom mid
terraced property, boasting a
southerly facing garden and

conservatory.

The property welcomes with a practical entrance porch,
opening through to sizeable kitchen, benefitting from
ample storage and fitted breakfast bar. Parallel to the
Kitchen can be found a full length lounge diner, with

sliding doors opening to generous sized conservatory.

Upstairs, three bedrooms can be found, two of which
double in nature, and a third single room. Finally, a three
piece family bathroom with shower over bath complete

the internal arrangement.

Externally the rear garden benefits from a southerly
facing direction and enjoys a private aspect. To the front
aspect, on street parking is plentiful whilst a maintained

front garden makes a welcoming first impression.

Sure to be of interest to an array of buyers, an internal
inspection is highly recommended.
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Energy performance certificate (EPC)

187 Charlton Road
Keynsham
BRISTOL
BS31 2LR

Energy rating

Certificat
e number:

Valid until:

D
3 January 2034

0370-2394-4390-2404-2351

Property type

Total floor area

This property’s energy rating is D. It has the
potential to be B.

See how to improve this property’s energy
efficiency.

Mid-terrace house

79 square metres

Properties can be let if they have an energy rating from A to E.

You can read guidance for landlords on the regulations and exemptions

.

 The better the rating
and score, the lower your energy bills are
likely to be.

For properties in England and Wales:

the average energy rating is D
the average energy score is 60

The graph shows this property’s current and
potential energy rating.

Energy rating and score

Rules on letting this property

(https://www.gov.uk/guidance/domestic-private-rented-property-minimum-energy-efficiency-
standard- landlord-guidance)

Energy rating

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 

G

Score

92+ 

81-91

69-80

55-68

39-54

21-38

1-20

Current Potential

64 D

82 B

Properties get a rating from A (best) to G
(worst) and a score.
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